One of the most intriguing questions in evolutionary virology is why multipartite 19 viruses exist. Several hypotheses suggest benefits that outweigh the obvious costs 20 associated with encapsidating each genomic segment into a different viral particle: 21 reduced transmission efficiency and segregation of coadapted genes. These putative 22 advantages range from increasing genome size despite high mutation rate s (i.e., 23 escaping from Eigen's paradox), faster replication, more efficient selection resulting 24 from segment reassortment during mixed infections, or enhanced virion stability and 25 cell-to-cell movement. However, empirical support for these hypotheses is scarce. 26 A more recent hypothesis is that segmentation represents a simple and robust 27 mechanism to regulate gene copy number and, thereby, gene expression. According 28 to this hypothesis, the ratio at which different segments exist during infection of 29 individual hosts should represent a stable situation and would respond to the varying 30 necessities of viral components during infection. Here we report the results of 31 experiments designed to test whether an evolutionary stable equilibrium exists for the 32 three RNAs that constitute the genome of Alfalfa mosaic virus (AMV). Starting 33 infections with many different combinations of the three segments, we found that, as 34 infection progresses, the abundance of each genome segment always evolves towards 35 a constant ratio. Population genetic analyses show that the segments ratio at this 36 equilibrium is determined by frequency-dependent selection; indeed, it represents an 37 evolutionary stable solution. The replication of RNAs 1 and 2 was coupled and 38 collaborative, whereas the replication of RNA 3 interfered with the replication of the 39 other two. We found that the equilibrium solution is slightly different for the total 40 amounts of RNA produced and encapsidated, suggesting that competition exists 41 between all RNAs during encapsidation. Finally, we found that the observed 42 equilibrium appears to be host-species dependent. 43 44 3 Author Summary 45
Results
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Determination of the SGF for AMV 154 To determine the SGF for AMV, we performed inoculation experiments with a 155 range of RNAs 1, 2 and 3 ratios. Nicotiana benthamiana plants were mechanically 156 inoculated with a constant amount of RNA but varying the proportions of the three 157 segments as detailed in the Methods section. If a SGF exists, then we expect that 158 these different combinations will all evolve towards it. As infection progressed, we 159 sampled different tissues at different stages of infection and estimated the abundance 160 of each RNA on the samples by RT-qPCR. Two types of RNA samples were 161 prepared from each tissue: total RNA and encapsidated RNA from purified viral 162 particles. The first sample represents the total amounts of RNAs 1, 2 and 3 163 synthetized during infection whereas the second sample represents the amount of each 164 RNA that has been encapsidated and thus is expected to be the relevant figure in 165 terms of horizontal virus transmission. Table 1A shows the results of the 166 multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) analysis for the RNA frequencies from 167 total RNA extractions fitted to equation (1) in Methods. All factors contribute in a 168 highly significant manner to the observed variability in RNA segments frequency (in 169 all cases P < 0.001). 170 However, a significant P-value tells nothing about the magnitude of the effect 171 that a factor has on the measured variables; a small effect may still be significant. 172 To assess the magnitude of effects we used the 2 statistic that represents the 173 proportion of total variability attributable to a given factor while controlling for all 174 other factors. The advantage of 2 respect other measures of effect magnitude is 175 that it allows for comparisons among different experimental designs. 176 Conventionally, values of 2 < 0.05 are considered as small, 0.05 ≤ 2 < 0.15 as 177 8 medium and 2 ≥ 0.15 as large. Table1A shows that significant differences exist 178 among plants inoculated with the same mixture and among equivalent samples from 179 different plants and that the effect associated with these two factors is large ( 2 = 180 0.754 and 2 = 0.799, respectively). These differences appear as an unavoidable 181 consequence of the stochastic events that take place during inoculation of different 182 plants as well as during the progression of infection (e.g., bottlenecks during 183 cell-to-cell and systemic movement of viral particles [26] ). Despite these differences, 184 significant effects have been detected for the other factors. 185 The largest effect 2 = 0.855 is associated to differences among samples (i.e., 186 tissues). Differences among samples result from the fact that different tissues are 187 infected with viral populations at different stages in their within-host evolution [27] , 188 with the lowest and oldest tissues containing viral populations at early stages of 189 replication, whilst youngest tissues contain viral populations that have evolved longer 190 and are closer to the equilibrium. The weakest effect, 2 = 0.705, corresponds to 191 differences among inoculation ratios, though it can still be considered as a very strong 192 effect.
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The grand mean estimate for the relative frequencies corresponds to a SGFtotal RNAs is the lack of differences among replica plants (factor P; P = 0.248). The 201 magnitude of significant effects is 2 ≥ 0.312, which is smaller than found for the 202 case of total RNA but still large. In this case, the grand mean estimated for relative 203 frequencies corresponds to a SGFencap of 1:2:1, a value that slightly differs from the 204 one reported above for total RNAs, although in both cases shows that RNA2 is the RNAs extracted. As above, values converge to a particular region of the space that 208 contains the SGFencap value.
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Overall, the results summarized in Fig. 1 suggest the existence of an attractor 210 region in the frequencies phase diagram to which RNA populations converge after 211 infection. In the following section we will explore whether (i) this equilibrium is 212 driven by frequency-dependent selection (FDS) and (ii) it is stable [28] . with slopes significantly less than 1 (t5  13.610, P  0.001) and thus the SGFencap also 242 corresponds to an evolutionarily stable equilibrium.
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To further characterize the nature of this FDS, we have analyzed the particular 244 relationship between the marginal mean abundances of RNAs in both types of 245 samples, from total and encapsidated RNAs. To do so, we have computed partial 246 correlation coefficients among RNA abundances using as control variables the input 247 ratios (M in equation (1)), plant replicate (P in equation (1)) and tissue sampled (S in 248 equation (1)). Table 2 shows the hemi-matrix of correlations (notice that the matrix 249 is symmetrical and thus the upper half has been removed). Focusing first in the 250 quantifications from the total RNA extractions, we found that the synthesis of RNA3 251 negatively impacts the production of both RNAs 1 and 2, while the levels of RNAs 1 252 and 2 production do not affect each other. Looking now at the correlations between 253 encapsidated RNAs, we found that all are negatively correlated with each other, thus 254 suggesting that they compete for available capsids, which should then be come a 255 limiting factor. Finally, looking at correlations between total and encapsidated 256 RNAs (non-gray cells in the hemi-matrix), with exception of RNA1, positive 257 correlations exist between the amount of total and encapsidated RNAs (although the 258 correlation for RNA3 becomes non-significant after accounting for multiple tests of 259 the same hypothesis). RNAs 2 and 3 seem to strongly compete for encapsidation: 260 the more RNA2 produced, the less RNA3 encapsidated and vice versa. However, 261 RNA1 does not seem to be involved in this competition. AMV SGF varies among host species 264 Next we explored to which extent the host species determines the value of SGF. 265 To do so, we inoculated five different susceptible hosts (N. benthamiana, Nicotiana 266 tabacum, Cucurbita pepo, Medicago sativa, and Capsicum annuum) with a 1:1:1 267 11 mixture of the genomic RNA segments and evaluated the output frequency of each 268 segment 7 dpi for N. benthamiana and 12 dpi for the rest of species, following the 269 same sampling scheme than in the experiments previously described.
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Quantifications obtained for encapsidated RNAs from M. sativa and C. annuum were 271 not reliably different from negative controls and thus were not considered for the 272 following analyses. Frequency data were fitted to equation (2) in Methods using 273 MANOVA and the results from this analysis are shown in Table 3 . In case of 274 segment frequencies in the total RNA extraction, all factors had a highly significant 275 effect, with magnitudes being in all cases 2 ≥ 0.483 (Table 3A ). There is great 276 variation in the segments ratio among host species (Fig. 3 ), although the estimates for (Table 3B) , although highly significant differences exist among host species. In this 284 case, the grand mean value SGFencap across hosts is 1:3:2, which also differs from the 285 stable equilibrium value found for N. benthamiana but to a lesser extent. Fig. 3 also 286 shows that estimates obtained from total and encapsidated RNA extractions render 287 values that are close in the normalized ternary plot, thus showing a good correlation 288 among them. Therefore, we can conclude that the segments ratio at 12 dpi strongly 289 depends on the host species which is being infected, which suggests the SGF is 290 host-species dependent.
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Total RNA production is maximized at the SGFtotal 293 We have observed that SGFtotal is maintained by a FDS mechanism, and that the (2)), input ratios (M in equation (1)), plant 302 replicate (P in equation (2)) and tissue sampled (S in equation (2)). The rationale 303 behind this test is as follows: if SGFtotal has been optimized to maximize the 304 production of AMV genomic RNAs, then the farther from the evolutionarily stable 305 SGFtotal equilibrium the replicating AMV population, the lower the accumulation of 306 genomic RNAs. Conversely, the closer to the equilibrium SGFtotal a replicating viral 307 population would be, the higher the accumulation of AMV RNAs. A low yet highly 308 significant negative correlation exists between distance to the optimal SGFtotal and 309 total RNA accumulation (r = 0.249, 120 d.f., 1-tailed P = 0.003), thus backing up the 310 hypothesis that RNA accumulation is maximal at the equilibrium SFGtotal. 311 By contrast, no significant correlation exists between the SGFencap and the total 312 amount of the three RNAs encapsidated (r = 0.133, 89 d.f., 1-tailed P = 0.105), 313 suggesting that the strength of selection for encapsidation has been weaker than for 314 replication. Here, we have explored the within-host evolution of the ratio of the three 319 genomic segments of the multipartite plant virus AMV. We found that regardless 320 the ratio used at inoculation, an evolutionary stable equilibrium is reached in which 321 the three RNA segments are represented in a 1:3:2 stoichiometric ratio, in N. which is more representative of the vast majority of multipartite viruses by virtue of 327 being an RNA virus. We have observed that the ratio of encapsidated segments also 328 represents an evolutionary stable equilibrium but with a slightly different solution: 329 1:2:1. Related to these observations, we found that the production and encapsidation 330 of the different segments are linked in a non-trivial manner. We speculate that 331 RNAs 1 and 2 cooperated during replication whilst competing with RNA3, and that 332 all three RNAs competed with each other for the CP for encapsidation. Although 333 these inferences on the interactions between the genome segments are based on a 334 correlation analyses, they do reflect a biologically relevant association between viral 335 traits. However, we have not tested the underlying mechanisms, and do not know 336 whether there is a direct causal link between both traits or the correlation is mediated 337 by a third yet unknown factor. Future work will explore the mechanisms of these 338 correlations. 339 We found that the SGF appears to be dependent on the host species, suggesting 340 the involvement of host factors that differ among host species play a role in its 341 regulation. In agreement with our findings, Ni et al. [29] also found that the relative 342 abundances of encapsidated and total RNA segments of BMV were also dependent on 343 the host species. Indeed, when the ratios of the three segments were followed during 344 the progression of infection in two monocot hosts, they converge into stable SGFtotal 345 (1:2:3 for barley and 1:2:2 for wheat). However, at odds with our findings, these 346 authors concluded that no relationship existed between the total RNAs produced and In this sense, we observed that the ratio of both viral RNAs oscillated between 1:2 - All species were inoculated with the AMV RNAs ratio of 1:1:1 (three plants per 503 ratio) except N. benthamiana plants that were also inoculated with ratios: 10:1:1, 34 Supplementary Table S1 . Primers used to amplify each RNA segment. 
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